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ABSTRACT
Debugging is one of the most difficult tasks in programming, and students in programming
classes often struggle with this process. We have developed advanced debugging aids for our
students, such as language-specific static analysis embedded into editors and the use of sym-
bolic testing to identify behavioral differences between student code and a correct solution.
But even with these advances, the debugging process is still challenging for students.
In this thesis, we introduce two improvements to the debugging process. First, we
improve the feedback provided from symbolic execution of student code by leveraging the
availability of information about code structure and functionality within the symbolic testing
engine. Specifically, we analyze the relationships between input subspaces for which the
student code behaves correctly and subspaces for which it does not, then use the relationships
between those subspaces to report errors to the students. Second, we add support for
reverse execution to the debugger that students use to test and debug their code. These
improvements are implemented and tested in the the tools that we use to teach LC-3 assembly
language programming, but the ideas can also be applied to other languages.
We illustrate the value of leveraging code structure using samples of student code sub-
mitted for the LC-3 programming assignments in Fall 2020 ECE220 at ZJU-UIUC Institute,
for which students individually wrote over 690 (median value) lines of LC-3 assembly code.
Students in the class made use of reverse debugging when working on their final LC-3 as-
signment and rated it highly in an anonymous survey.
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Providing timely feedback for students in introductory programming courses is a helpful way
for students to improve their coding skill. UIUC has been using symbolic execution [1] tools
to provide timely feedback for students in programming classes for several years. In Fall
2020, a similar system, KLC3 [2], was built to provide timely feedback for LC-3 [3] assembly
programs.
After evaluating a student’s submission for an assignment, KLC3 provides specific input
vectors that are known to fail for a student’s code, and an LC-3 simulator script for each
test case that executes the student’s code with that set of inputs. In most cases, however, a
failed vector resides in a subspace of the input space, and the size and shape of the subspace
provide much more information about the error than does a single vector. Besides, breaking
the execution when the code performs an illegal action may not be sufficient for debugging,
as students may need to known the context and the execution trace before the problematic
point.
In this thesis, we develop and implement two main improvements on the debugging aids
given to students, including improvement to the feedback given to students by the symbolic
execution tool, and improvement to the LC-3 simulator. The ideas of slicing [4], reverse
debugging [5], and delta debugging [6] are applied in those improvements.
The improvement to the feedback tries to make use of the structure of the gold code and
the student code by constructing a ForkTree that reflects the symbolic execution process.
By compressing the ForkTree and highlighting the useful information, we hope to relate
problems in student code to the student code structure and the functionality contained in
the compressed ForkTree feedback.
To further help students debug their code locally with the report and simulator scripts
provided by the symbolic execution tool, we upgraded the LC-3 simulator that students use
to run and debug their LC-3 assembly code by adding reverse execution functionality.
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The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In the remainder of Chapter 1,
background and related work are introduced. Chapter 2 discusses the improvement of the
feedback given to students under the symbolic execution auto-feedback tool. In Chapter 3,
the upgraded version of the LC-3 simulator with reverse execution capability is described.
Finally, Chapter 4 gives a conclusion on the overall work.
1.1 Symbolic Execution, KLEE, and KLC3
Symbolic execution [1] is a technique to explore all possible paths of a program within a
pre-defined input space, and is often used for program verification. In symbolic execution,
when executing a conditional branch dependent on the value of the symbolic input, instead
of taking one branch according to the value of the input as normal execution does, the
execution state is forked into two states if the condition for the branch to be taken and not
taken can both be satisfied. The constraints in each case are added to the generated states
and used for later execution. The result of symbolic execution is a set of states and, for
each state, a set of constraints on the symbolic input. Each state corresponds to a possible
control flow path of the program.
KLEE [7] is a popular symbolic execution engine for C programs, with good performance
and flexibility. It takes a C program and explores all program control paths possible within
the space defined by the symbolic inputs. Several timely feedback tools based on KLEE
for students in programming classes have been built and used at UIUC. This includes the
auto-feedback tool developed for C programs [8] and IA32 assembly programs [9].
Inspired by those ideas and experience, in Fall 2020, a similar tool, called KLC3 [2], that
provides feedback on LC-3 assembly programs, was built by the instructor 1 and teaching
assistants 2 of ECE220 (Computer Systems and Programming) at the ZJU-UIUC Institute.
KLC3 uses the core of KLEE but incorporates several new components, including an LC-3
executor, memory model, code analyzer, state searchers, and report generator for LC-3
assembly code and the feedback.
In terms of usage, KLC3 takes student code, gold code (written by instructors, and
believed to be correct), and symbolic variables as inputs, and produces a set of concrete
1Instructor: Prof. Steven Lumetta
2Teaching assistants: Zikai Liu, Tingkai Liu, Qi Li, and Wenqing Luo
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values of the symbolic variables that can be used to explore paths in the student program to
uncover both inputs with errors and inputs that produce results that do not match those of
the gold code. LC-3 simulator scripts that break the execution at the possible problematic
points are also provided for students to reproduce their problems locally.
KLC3 shows good performance and received positive feedback from the students in Fall
2020 [2].
1.2 Correctness Checking in KLC3
The output of the student code and the gold code are compared symbolically to determine
the correctness of the student code, by running the gold code and student code together in the
same symbolic execution pass. The key to this process is that the constraints of the symbolic
variables for one piece of code is passed to the other for comparison, so that the correctness
of the whole space is checked. Running either piece of code first and passing its constraints
generated to the other does not affect the correctness of the result. Taking running student
code first as an example, a set of symbolic variables and the student code are input into
KLC3. After that, the constraints on the input space for all the paths in the student code
are produced. Each set of constraints is then used as input for running the gold code in
KLC3 symbolically, producing one or more possible outputs for different possible paths of
the gold code. The symbolic outputs of every path of the student code are compared with
the output of the corresponding gold code path generated by its constraints, by querying the
constraint solver on whether they must be equal, to determine the correctness of the student
paths.
Since the control flow of the gold code is involved in the checking of student code, there
is some potential to obtain information about the connection between the student code and
the gold code from the running process, which is discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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1.3 Delta Debugging
Delta debugging [6] intendeds to simplify the input cases that cause the program to fail so
that an error may be analyzed more easily. The delta debugging algorithm consists of two
parts: “simplification” and “isolation”.
“Simplification” mainly focuses on finding a “local minimal” [6] input that still produces
failing outputs. Specifically, using the idea of divide-and-conquer, the algorithm reduces the
input into one of its subsets until any further reduction results in the disappearance of the
failure.
“Isolation” is an improvement based on the “simplification” method. The goal of isola-
tion is to find the boundary between a passing input and a failing input, where the difference
between them is directly relevant to the failure. “Isolation” is better than “simplification”:
even if the failing case is simplified, it may still contain multiple components that are related
to different kinds of failures. In contrast, isolation produces one specific component that
possibly causes the failure, which is much easier to follow.
In symbolic execution, the input space and its subsets are well-defined. In the process of
symbolic execution, more and more constraints are added to the input symbolic variables to
explore certain paths in the code. Defining all possible values of the input symbolic variables
as the input space, at the end of the execution, the constraints added to the symbolic variables
defines a subspace of the input space for the code to take certain path. Furthermore, the
boundary of the passing and failing input space an also be found in symbolic execution,
by checking the control flow structure in the code that diverges into correct and incorrect
answer.
As a result, the idea of delta debugging may be useful and is discussed in Chapter 2 of
this thesis.
1.4 Slicing and Reverse Debugging
Slicing is one of the most popular ideas used in debugging, and research shows that implicit
construction of a slice of the program is performed in most programmers’ mind when de-
bugging [4]. As programmers notice unexpected behavior when debugging their program,
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they may want to focus on only the part of the program that affects the noticed behavior,
which is also known as a slice of the program. A slice of a program corresponding to the
value of a certain variable at a certain statement in the program is obtained by deleting
all the statements that have no effect on that variable’s value at that statement. Explicitly
obtaining the slice of the program may be helpful for programmers to debug their program.
Finding problems in the slice of the program often involves recreating the earlier states
of the program according to the clues found in the slice. One effective way of debugging
consists of three steps after noticing a problem in the program: construct the slice related to
the problem, select one of the statements in the slice, and recreate the program state at the
selected statement [10]. Prototype automation tools for this process have built and shown
to be effective.
Reverse debugging [5] may be helpful to recreate the earlier states of the program.
Reverse debugging enables a debugger to execute in the reverse direction, reverting the effect
of executed instructions, so that the earlier states of the program can be recreated without
requiring the user to relaunch the program to reproduce earlier states of the program.
Tools using those ideas to help student on debugging may be beneficial to students, as




In the original feedback provided by KLC3, although each test vector corresponds to a
path through the student’s code, understanding that connection usually requires executing
the code with the simulator and observing the control flow. Within KLC3, much more
information is available, including details of behavioral equivalence with the gold code. Given
the availability of this additional information as well as full constraint information for each
failing input subspace, reporting only one concrete vector seems hasty.
By extracting the information contained in the symbolic execution process and the
student-gold code structure available in the correctness comparison, we can provide feedback
that contains more information about the student code structure and about the functionality
required by the assignment, which may be helpful for students to debug their programs.
When execution flow needs to branch based on the value of a symbolic variable, the
execution state is forked. This forking of states produces a logical tree that reflects the code
structure, which we call a ForkTree.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, correctness checking uses the constraints from the final states
of one code as the input to the other in the symbolic execution. This process also connects
the structure of the two pieces of code together. If the ForkTree of the whole symbolic run of
the student code and the gold code is obtained, we can annotate it with all the information
available within KLC3, including relating the code structure and functionality to the possible
problems of the student code, and use that information to improve the feedback.
Trying to make use of the ForkTree to improve feedback for the students thus seems
attractive.
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2.1 Building a ForkTree
The ForkTree is a tree data structure containing the state forking information of the symbolic
execution process. Although there are many instructions including branch instructions in
the code, the ForkTree only focus on the instructions that trigger state forking, at which the
control flow paths depend the on possible values of the symbolic variables. Each internal node
of the ForkTree maps to an instruction in an execution path that triggers states forking, and
the number of children of a ForkTree node reflects the number of possible states generated by
that instruction. Other intermediate state information is also stored in the ForkTree node,
such as the constraints added by the parent nodes. The leaves of the ForkTree represent the
end of program execution (completion of both student and gold codes), and are filled with
information about program correctness by comparing the results of the student code with
those of the gold code.
An example ForkTree appears in Figure 2.1. In the program shown, control flow forks
in three places based on symbolic input SYM, at conditional branches that check whether
SYM >3, SYM <14, and SYM <8. These branches produce three internal nodes in the
ForkTree, as shown to the right. Other branches are independent of SYM and do not trigger
state forking, thus they are not included in the ForkTee. The correctness information is then
filled in for each leaf based on comparison with the gold code; here, we have marked them
for the purposes of our example.
Since the ForkTree relies on the information of the symbolic execution process, the LC-3
assembly code executor in KLC3 is modified to construct the ForkTree. Whenever state
forking happens in the symbolic execution process, the executor creates a new intermediate
node of the ForkTree and fills all the required information.
There are two types of instruction that trigger state forking in the KLC3 code executor,
which are handled differently in ForkTree construction. One is the conditional branch in-
structions BR that depend on symbolic variables, and the other is memory operations with
target addresses that depend on symbolic variables.
Each conditional branch that triggers state forking creates exactly two states in the
symbolic execution, representing the situation of the branch being taken or not. The node
cannot have fewer children, as state forking only triggers when both conditions are possible.
This property is also used as a sanity check after the completed ForkTree is built.
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Figure 2.1: An example LC-3 program and a possible ForkTree constructed by executing
the program.
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Each memory operation that operates on a symbolic address creates a variable number
of states. The number of states created depends on the number of different possible concrete
addresses to which the symbolic address can refer.
The ForkTree can be passed between different instances of code executors in KLC3. In
KLC3, the student code and the gold code use separate executor instances for the symbolic
execution process. However, we need to build the ForkTree to reflect the overall symbolic
execution process of both the student code and the gold code. As a result, when the code
(either student or gold) that runs first finished its execution, the incomplete ForkTree is
passed to the executor of the other code for further construction.
The last step in ForkTree construction is filling the correctness information for the final
states, the leaf nodes of the ForkTree. Correctness is determined by comparing the student
code’s results, which can include memory, registers, and outputs to the display, with those
produced by the gold code. Each leaf node in the ForkTree corresponds to a combination of
paths through both the student code and the gold code. If the student code is run first in
the symbolic execution process, the constraints on the symbolic variables for each final state
are used as inputs to run the gold code symbolically. If a final state has the same symbolic
output for both the student code and for the gold code, the leaf node corresponding to that
state is marked as correct. If the gold code is run first, the process is similar, except that
the students states are generated using the constraints from each final state of the gold code.
The comparison results are used to mark the leaf nodes of the ForkTree.
The symbolic output of the student code and the gold code might not be strictly equal or
unequal. In such cases, one more internal node is added to the ForkTree with two leaves as its
children for strictly equal and strictly not equal outputs. The internal node added in this case
is marked as a virtual node to indicate that no further instructions are executed. Instead,
the correctness of the results depends only on additional constraints used to distinguish the
two children.
All the internal nodes of the ForkTree are filled with unknown correctness.
After the correctness filling is done, we get a complete ForkTree that reflects the com-
bination of student and gold code structure in the symbolic execution process.
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2.2 Compressing the ForkTree
The ForkTree constructed for complicated code contains too much information to present
to a novice programmer. To avoid information overload, we compress the ForkTree by
highlighting the useful information. Specifically, we compress subtrees with the same type
of leaves into single nodes, and compress chains of nodes under certain conditions.
Subtrees in the ForkTree in which all leaves have the same correctness are compressed
into one leaf node. The internal ForkTree structure reflects the execution flow of the program.
However, when relating possible problems in the code to the code structure, the part of the
execution flow in which final results are already known to be correct or wrong is not helpful,
while parts that have undetermined results, especially the splitting points, are more helpful.
For example, on the left of Figure 2.2, the node labeled “SYM<8?” has two children, both
of which are labeled “wrong,” which means that the execution result is known to be wrong
before executing the instruction testing whether SYM<8. As a result, the subtree on the
bottom-right is compressed into one leaf node.
The correctness compression is done by a simple post-order traversal of the ForkTree.
For a given node in the ForkTree, if all of its children have the same correctness information
(correct, incorrect, or unknown), it is marked with the correctness of its children, otherwise
its correctness is marked as unknown. The nodes with unknown correctness—those with
children with different correctness values—are also marked as splitting points. The ForkTree
on the right of Figure 2.2 gives an example of the result of this process on the example shown
on the left.
Figure 2.2: Subtrees with the same type of leaves are compressed into single nodes.
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Any chain in the ForkTree that has a unique child marked with one correctness, while
all other children share a common correctness value different from the unique child, is com-
pressed into one internal node. The resulting node checks all the constraints tested by the
original nodes in the chain. Such structures often exist across ForkTree nodes correspond-
ing to consecutive conditional branch instructions, in which one of the children of the final
branch has different correctness than all other children. For example, in the ForkTree shown
on the left of Figure 2.3, the chain of the nodes labeled with “SYM>3” and “SYM<14” has
only one child wrong and all other children correct. Such chains are compressed into one
node by collecting all constraints tested by the chain, as shown on the right of Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Chains with a unique leaf marking are compressed into single nodes.
As a more complicated example, the compressible chain structure may also occur in an
intermediate part of the ForkTree by having the child with unique correctness have unknown
correctness. For example, in the ForkTree shown on the left of Figure 2.4, a compressible
chain is formed by the nodes labeled with “SYM>3” and “SYM<14,” with one child of
unknown correctness (the internal node labeled with “SYM<8”) and all the other children
to be correct. As shown on the right of Figure 2.4, the chain consisting of these two nodes
is compressed into one node, leaving no further compressible structures exist. Although
the resulting compressed ForkTree still looks complicated, and there is potential to further
compress the ForkTree by finding the union of the constraints to reach some kind of children
(such as finding to union of the constraint to reach the two failing children in the figure), we
choose not to do further compression to maintain the basic code structure information.
Compression is not limited to fork tree structures based on conditional branches. Mem-
ory operation nodes, which may have many children, can also be compressed. Memory
operation nodes with one child having unique correctness and all others sharing a common
but different correctness also fit into the compressible chain. For example, the ForkTree on
the left of Figure 2.5 has an internal memory operation node labeled with “Access Symbolic
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Figure 2.4: Compressible chains can also occur as intermediate structures in a ForkTree.
Address” that has four children, each of which adds a different constraint on the symbolic
variable for accessing different value in the memory space. This memory operation node
only has one child with unknown correctness (the internal node labeled with “SYM<14”),
and all the other children are correct. This node fits into a chain formed by the nodes
labeled with “SYM>3,” “Access Symbolic Address,” and “SYM<14,” with only one child
to be wrong and all the other children correct. The result of the compression is shown on
the right of Figure 2.5. Constraints collected in a compressed node may be redundant, such
as the “SYM>3” constraint in the example. In this case, the constraint “SYM>8” implies
“SYM>3.” We handle these redundancies in Section 2.3.
The implementation of chain compression is also done in a recursive way. For a node
in the ForkTree, whether a compressible structure exists at the current location is checked.
The checking of the compressible structure starts with a “target correctness” for the unique
child. After that, all the descendant nodes that fits into the structure described above are
compressed into one node, by collecting the constraints they test to reach the unique child.
The node at the end of such structure is explored as the next step of the recursion. If such
structure does not exists at the current node, the children of the current node are explored
recursively. The recursion stops when a leaf node is reached.
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Figure 2.5: Memory operation nodes can be part of a compressible chain.
2.3 Printing the ForkTree
We print the compressed ForkTree in a pseudo-code format with which students may be
familiar. For the nodes that tests specific constraints, including nodes that map to branch
instructions as well as compressed chains, the constraints are printed as conditional state-
ments followed by “then” and “else” children. For nodes that map to memory operations
with multiple children, we leave specific information to future work, printing only a meassage
of “Accessing symbolic address.”
Different notations are used for showing different detailed information of the ForkTree.
Two examples of an early version of ForkTree output appears in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. To
make the code structure more legible, constraints in the pseudo-code are labeled numerically,
with details of each constraint provided below.
ForkTree nodes corresponding to student code and gold code are distinguished by paren-
theses and braces. For example, in Figure 2.7, the node with UID 16 maps to an instruction
in student code, while the others map to instructions in the gold code, so 16 is surrounded
with parentheses, while the other state numbers are surrounded with braces.
An internal node that maps to a single instruction in the code is printed with the
source line content of the code, together with the constraint that the instruction tests (for
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branch nodes only). For example, in Figure 2.7, the state with UID 1 is printed with the
corresponding source line. However, this example is for illustration only. The feedback
provided to students does not include source code from the gold program.
Internal nodes formed by compressing several nodes are labeled as “Compressed,” to-
gether with the collection of constraints tested from those compressed instructions. The UIDs
of the compressed nodes are also collected. For example, Figure 2.6 includes a compressed
node formed by compressing the nodes with UID 1 and 2, which together test constraint
No. 0.
Figure 2.6: Example raw ForkTree 1.
Figure 2.7: Example raw ForkTree 2.
As shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the original constraint printing code in the core of
KLEE meant for developers only, with a complex format likely to overwhelm rather than
help students. We implemented pretty printing of the constraints for a more human-readable
report. Since the printing algorithm of the constraints in KLEE is messy, we decided to parse
the output of it and rewrite it for students. This parsing includes locating the constraints
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table in the printed KLC3 log and distinguishing symbolic variables, constant numbers,
arithmetic operations, and comparators in the printed constraints. After the parsing is done,
the constraints in the original report are replaced with simplified versions that leverage
the names of the symbolic variables and avoid the use of internal, compiler-like syntax.
For example, the pretty printing of the printed constraints shown in Figure 2.6 is given in
Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Pretty printing of the constraints.
Merging the constraints when possible further increases the readability of the report.
Such merging is accomplished by analyzing the interval of the possible values that a symbolic
variable may take to satisfy the constraints. The LC-3 code executor in KLC3 only takes
the low 16 bits of the symbolic variable since LC-3 is a 16-bit ISA. As a result, in the
mathematical inequality created by the pretty printing, we need to consider to possibility
of overflow in both sides of the inequality. After getting the interval for each constraint,
merging them becomes a problem of finding intersections of the 16-bit value space with
possible overflow, which can be viewed as solving the problem on a cyclic space. An example
of the results is shown in Figure 2.9, which is obtained from merging the constraints printed
in Figure 2.8.
However, finding possible values of the symbolic variables and representing them as
intervals is not always possible. For constraint that contains both ADD and AND operations
on a symbolic variable, the mathematical inequality with both side can have overflow on the
16-bit space is difficult to convert to an interval efficiently. Even worse, one constraint may
involve multiple symbolic variables. In those cases, finding the possible values of the symbolic
variable becomes a linear programming problem, and the results may not correspond to
contiguous intervals at all.
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Figure 2.9: Show the constraints as intervals.
In our implementation, compression and printing are done together, by printing only
the nodes needed by the compressed ForkTree. This increases the code complexity but saves
the memory for storing a copy of the compressed ForkTree.
2.4 Understanding the Feedback
Running either the student code first or the gold code first in the symbolic correctness
checking does not affect the results in terms of leaf labeling, but the structure of the Fork-
Tree containing those leaves is dramatically different, and reflects a different focus on code
structure and functionality.
If the student code is run first in the symbolic correctness checking, the student code
structure is explored without the interference of the gold code structure, since the gold code
is only used for correctness checking for the final states of the student code. As a result, the
feedback given has more focus on the student code structure and functionality.
An earliest failing point is defined as a point in the execution of the student program at
which the program is known to either perform an illegal operation or to produce incorrect
results (or both). Each such point corresponds to a locally maximal input subspace in which
the student code fails. The subspace is maximal in the sense that, if the constraint induced
by the fork preceding the point is removed, thereby extending the input subspace, the student
code produces correct results (without failing) for some part of the larger subspace.
The ForkTree generated by running student code first provides the earliest failing points
in the student code. This information is obtained by compressing the subtree with the same
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type of leaves, where the root of the failing subtree is known to fail as the earliest execution
step that is related to the symbolic input in the control flow. (Although there is a sequence
of code that does not trigger state forking appears earlier in the execution flow, the one that
is related to state forking is more interesting.) For example, in the ForkTree illustrated by
Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the failing leaf in the final compressed ForkTree on the right of Figure 2.3
is obtained by compressing two children of the node labeled with “SYM<8” on the left of
Figure 2.2, where the node labeled with “SYM<8” maps to the failing point that we want.
As introduced in Chapter 1, identifying the point at which unexpected behavior appears
in the program is one of the key points of the slice-backtrack [10] debug method. Using this
information focuses a student’s attention on the part of the code in which a failure is known
to occur, which often contains the source of the problem.
The compressed nodes in the ForkTree with the tested constraints collected also show
the local maximal failing input subspace of the student code, which is one of the goals
of delta debugging [6] introduced in Chapter 1. For example, in the feedback shown in
Figure 2.9, the interval printed shows the local maximal failing input subspace of the code,
in which if SYM falls in the interval of 4 to 13, the code produces wrong output, otherwise
the code produces correct output. Such failing subspaces may reflect the requirements of the
assignments and the functionality implemented by the student code. With those subspace
information, students may get a general idea of which part of their code may be problematic,
which is helpful for locating the problem in the code. If students fail to implement some of
the functionality required by the assignment, in other words, the code to handle the failing
subspace does not exist in the student code, students may realize the oversight directly from
the feedback given, from reading the assignment document more carefully.
By running the gold code first, the gold path information is passed into the execution
of the student code. With the constraint of the final constraints of the gold paths used as
inputs, the symbolic execution of the student code may have “preference” on the path to
explore. As a result, the feedback given in this case highlights the correlations between the
structure of the gold code and the structure of the student code.
For example, the gold code is written by instructors and often believed to have reason-
able structure. Thus, each path of the gold code may correspond to specific functionality
required by the assignment. If the student code provides incorrect answer with the con-
straints generated by certain gold path as input, we may claim the student code fails to
implement the functionality implemented by this specific gold path.
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However, running the gold code first may can make both earliest failing points and
maximal subspaces unavailable, as the constraints imposed by paths in the gold code split
the input space before reaching student code. Consider, for example, a case in which a gold
path with final constraint of SYM >5 is executed, and the constraint SYM >5 is used as
input to the code shown in Figure 2.1. Instead of getting a failing interval of 4 to 13, only
the interval 6 to 13 is obtained, since the initial constraint of SYM >5 affects the symbolic
execution of the student code, and the failing interval of 4 to 5 appears in the results with
a different gold path constraint as input.
As a result, although running the gold code first may bring more information into the
ForkTree, currently the information provided by running student code first is stronger. We





In ECE220, students use the LC-3 simulator for running and debugging their LC-3 programs.
Prior to this thesis, students relied on the traditional debugger integrated in the old LC-3
simulator. With the old simulator, students have to rely on “cyclic debugging” [5], in which
the whole program is relaunched to reproduce a single bug. However, relaunching a program
does not necessarily produce the same bug at the same place, as shown in Figure 3.1. Such
difficulties are especially confusing for students in introductory programming classes, since
they often don’t have much experience on how to handle those cases. On the other hand,
even when the bug can be easily reproduced, identifying its source often requires some kind of
unexpected program behavior to be noticed, whereas the “reason” for the bug occurs earlier
in the program’s execution, forcing the students to use a combination of re-execution and
reasoning to determine the cause. Enabling the debugger in the LC-3 simulator to support
reversing execution back to the “reason” of the bug thus becomes attractive.
Figure 3.1: The problem of cyclic debugging [5].
Two main approaches have been developed to support reverse execution: recording
and reconstructing [5]. The record method saves the necessary trace information for each
step of execution, and uses them to “undo” the execution effect of each step in the reverse
execution process. This method usually results in a large log for the trace information of all
the execution steps, and often requires hardware support for acceptable performance. The
reconstructing method instead saves checkpoints (full machine state information) during
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the forward execution. To performance reverse execution, the method reloads the closest
checkpoint before the desired reverse execution stopping point, then executes in the forward
direction to reach the desired point. Reconstructing requires smaller log information and less
hardware support. However, the positions of the checkpoints need to be chosen carefully,
which is not as flexible as the recording method.
Based on the above analysis, we chose the recording method in the LC-3 simulator for
three main reasons. Firstly, LC-3 is a 16-bit ISA with only eight general purpose registers,
so the machine state is relatively small, allowing state changes to be recorded in a compact
log in the recording method. Secondly, as the LC-3 simulator uses software to simulate the
execution of LC-3 instructions, recording trace information at the ISA level does not add
significant overhead to the execution. Thirdly, students may benefit from the speed of reverse
execution based on the recording approach, in which single instructions can be executed at
approximately the same speed in both directions in time, allowing students to go easily back
and forth in their code’s execution trace.
3.1 Software Architecture
The reverse execution functionality replies on the software architecture of the original LC-3
simulator, which consists of two modules: the module to handle user commands and the
module to execute LC-3 instructions.
The user interface command module handles three kinds of commands entered by users:
information commands, management commands, and execution commands. The information
commands are queries from the users for information about the simulator and the machine
state, such as “help” for command instructions and “printreg” for the current register values.
The management commands are the ones that control the options of the LC-3 simulator,
such as resetting the simulator to an initial state and loading a file into the simulator. The
execution commands instruct the execution of the LC-3 instructions, such as “step”, “next”,
and “continue” as most debuggers have.
The execution module simulates the execution of LC-3 assembly codes. This includes
the classical fetch-decode-execute states for modern multi-cycle processors. How registers
and memory locations are changed by each of the assembly instructions are included in this
module.
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Both of the modules are upgraded for the reverse execution functionality.
3.1.1 Execution Module
For the execution module, we added the recording of the changes caused by each step of
execution. In our implementation, recording the old values of the registers or memory
locations changed by the instruction to the cache is added to be an additional step in the
execution of the instructions. This provides sufficient information to revert the effect of the
execution step.
The cache information for all the executed instructions are stored in a cyclic-array. The
cyclic-array implementation enables students to always go back reasonably far in their code’s
execution while limiting the memory consumed, by replacing the earliest trace information
by the latest ones if the number of execution steps goes over the size of the array. The
length of the cyclic-array is defined as a macro in the C implementation, which can be
changed easily to satisfy different requirements. In our experiments, the gold code of one of
the most complicated LC-3 assembly assignments in ECE220 takes 98198 steps of execution
under one of the test cases used for grading, while the code written by students takes about
120000 steps on average to finish. Based on this analysis, currently we choose the array size
to be 0x20000 (131072 in decimal), the smallest power of 2 that is greater than the average
steps needed by students to reverse the whole execution trace.
Since each LC-3 assembly command can cause at most four registers and one memory
location to change, which is small enough, to avoid the complexity of handling various number
of registers or memory locations changed by different instruction, the space for recording
the maximum possible changes (four registers and one memory location) is preserved for
every step of the execution and additional valid flags are added to identify unused spaces.
Specifically in the C implementation, when each instruction is executed, the changes are
written to a struct delta t, which contains a valid flag for identifying its validness in the
cache, four instances of struct register delta t, and one instance of struct memory delta t.
struct register delta t contains a valid flag showing whether the location is used, the name of
the register being recorded, and the old value of the register. Similarly, struct memory delta t
contains a valid flag, the address of the memory location, and the old memory value of that
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location. All the valid flags are checked in the reverse execution process for whether a certain
step can be reverted and which register and memory records can be used to revert the step
of execution.
3.1.2 User Interface Module
For the user interface command module, a category of reverse execution commands are added.
For each forward execution command, such as “step” and “continue”, we implemented a
reverse version in the LC-3 simulator, such as “rstep” (reverse step) and “rcontinue” (reverse
continue). The control of how many instructions should be reverted for each execution
command and the updating of the cyclic-array cache are handled according to the meaning
of those commands.
The meaning of the reverse execution commands are carefully chosen to maintain the
symmetry with the forward execution commands, so that students get a consistent feeling
when they explore their code back and forth. Table 3.1 shows a side by side comparison.
The symmetries between all pairs of forward and reverse execution commands are shown by
their definitions. For the commands “step”/“rstep” and “next”/“rnext,” the symmetry is in
both the meaning and the effects of them: if the user type in the reverse version right after
the forward version is issued, all the executions caused by the forward version are reversed
(assuming no breakpoints are hit).
Special execution commands, including “memory” and “register” commands that change
memory or register values during the execution, are also handled for the consistency of the
simulator after adding the reverse execution functionality. From the functionality point
of view, when users execute in backward direction, the effect of “memory” or “register”
commands should be reverted so that the past states of the programs can be reproduced.
Nevertheless, when users try to execute the programs in forward direction again, whether to
“redo” those commands becomes a design choice.
In real usage scenarios, the special execution commands are often used to explore dif-
ferent behaviors of the program at certain intermediate points without changing the source
code in the earlier execution flow. If we choose to remember the effect of the special execu-
tion commands, and those commands are issued automatically when the code is executed in
the forward direction again, users will find it easier to repeatedly check the same behavior.
However, if users reverse execute to the part before the “memory” or “register” commands
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Table 3.1: The comparison between forward and reverse execution commands.
Commands Forward Reverse
step / rstep Instruct the LC-3 to execute
the instruction to which the PC
points.
Instruct the LC-3 to reverse the
execution of last instruction.
continue / rcon-
tinue
Continue execution until the LC-
3 hits a breakpoint or executes a
HALT trap.
Instructs the LC-3 to undo all ex-
ecution until stopped by a stop-
ping condition (breakpoints, etc.)
or until no more steps are tracked.
finish / rfinish Continue LC-3 execution until
the current subroutine returns.
Instructs the LC-3 to undo all ex-
ecution back to the JSR(R) that
called the subroutine.
next / rnext Instruct the LC-3 to execute the
instruction to which PC points.
If the instruction is a subroutine
call, the LC-3 executes until the
subroutine returns.
Instructs the LC-3 to undo the ex-
ecution of the last instruction. If
the last instruction was a RET,
the LC-3 undoes all execution
back to the JSR(R) that called
the subroutine.
are issued, and then issue new commands to explore other behaviors, automatically issuing
the old commands again is no longer reasonable, since they may modify intended behavior of
the new commands. In such cases, or in any other cases that the effects of the old commands
are needed to be cancelled (such as a command is typed in by mistake), users might need
to manually issuing another command to changes the register or memory location back to
the original value right after the old command is automatically redone, which is much more
difficult.
Alternatively, if we choose not to remember the issued but reverted commands, the
simulator executes as normal by fetching the instructions in the code. Although users need
to type in the command again if they want to repeatedly explore the new behavior, users get
a consistent experience when the code is executed in the forward direction, and the difficulties
introduced by the previous design no longer exist. This design also brings convenience when
user want to cancel a command they issued by mistake. As a result, we decided not to “redo”
the issued but reverted commands in the upgraded LC-3 simulator.
To realize this design, we treat the “memory” and “register” commands as “virtual
instructions” in the LC-3 simulator with reverse execution functionality. When “register” or
“memory” commands are issued, the old values of the register or memory location that the
commands change are recorded in the cyclic-array cache just as they are for other normal
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assembly instructions, and are thus reverted in the same way as are normal instructions
during reverse execution. No other information is recorded for “register” or “memory”
commands. In later possible forward execution after reverse execution, the simulator fetches
new instructions and increments the PC without knowing anything about the commands
issued in a previous forward execution at that point in the code.
The LC-3 simulator also has graphical interface versions, including lc3sim-tk and lc3webtool [11],
where the commands are shown as buttons. Those buttons map to the commands in the
command line interface of the LC-3 simulator and use the same code for the simulator. By
adding new buttons in the graphical interface that maps to the reverse execution commands
and integrating the new kernel of the LC-3 simulator, the reverse execution functionality
becomes available in the graphic interface versions of the LC-3 simulator.
3.2 Results and Discussion
The screen shot of the graphical interface version of the new LC-3 simulator is shown in
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.
The upgraded LC-3 simulator received positive feedback from the students. Even though
it was released only for the last LC-3 programming assignment in ECE220 Fall 2020 at
ZJU-UIUC Institute, 52.4% of the students who participated in an anonymous survey tried
to use it, and most of them found the reverse execution useful. This is a surprising and
encouraging result given that the support was released very late.
After finishing the implementation, we were also pleased to realize that reverse execution
can also simplify grading procedures. In particular, some information is lost when a program
executes to completion (a HALT system call is executed) in the LC-3 simulator, making
it difficult to test that information. For example, one of the assignments tests students’
understanding of caller- and callee-saved registers, and register values are checked as part
of grading. Doing so in certain cases requires asking students to add specific labels to their
code so that grading scripts can check register values after setting a breakpoint at the labels.
If a student fails to include the label, or puts the label in the wrong place, staff must fall
back on time-consuming manual grading (with a minor penalty for the student). Using
reverse execution, we can simply back out of the changes made when the student program
terminates, revealing the final register values left in place by the student’s code.
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Figure 3.2: The lc3sim-tk graphical interface.
Figure 3.3: The lc3webtool graphical interface.
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During the process of understanding the LC-3 simulator and implementing new com-
mands, a command guide is written to clarify the meaning of the commands and the ideas




Even with advanced debugging aids, debugging is still a challenge for students in introductory
programming classes. In this thesis, we discussed two improvements to help students debug.
The improvement to the feedback given by the symbolic execution auto-feedback tool,
KLC3, makes use of the code structure and functionality information available in the sym-
bolic execution process. A ForkTree data structure that reflects symbolic execution process
is constructed. By compressing the ForkTree and improving the printing format of the
ForkTree, the related information is highlighted and provided to the students as a more in-
formative feedback, in which the ideas of slicing [4], backtracking [10], and delta debugging [6]
are applied.
The improvement to the LC-3 simulator by adding reverse execution capability further
helps students on debugging when they run and test their programs. The popular approaches
and benefits of reverse debugging [5] are adapted in the improvement.
For the next step, there is still potential to further improve our tools, such as discovering
the possibility on giving more informative feedback by running the gold code first in the
symbolic execution process. We are also excited about the future possible feedback from the
students after our debugging aids are used more widely.
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APPENDIX: THE LC-3 COMMAND GUIDE
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LC-3 (lc3sim/lc3sim-tk/lc3webtool) Command Guide 
by Tingkai Liu 
28 October 2020 
 
 
This guide introduces the commands available in the command-line LC-3 simulator, lc3sim, 
as well as the two graphical interfaces (lc3webtool, available in any browser, and lc3sim-tk, 
available on any X-based system). 
 
You can obtain each of these three packages from the links below: 
lc3sim and lc3sim-tk: http://lumetta.web.engr.illinois.edu/lc3tools.0.13.tar.bz2 
lc3webtool: https://pages.github-dev.cs.illinois.edu/ece220-fa20-zjui/lc3webtool/  
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List of Commands 
 Information Commands – obtain information about the state of the LC-3 
 Management Commands – manage the files, commands, and options used  
 Execution Commands – execute LC-3 instructions 
 Reverse Execution Commands – move backwards in LC-3 execution history 
 
Graphical Interfaces 
The lc3sim-tk User Interface 
The lc3webtool User Interface 
 
Remarks on Reverse Execution 
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List of Commands 
 
Abbreviations for each command (used only in lc3sim) are shown in [].  





help [h]        
Information command used to show a brief version of this document. 
 
dump [d]      
    dump                   -- dump memory around PC 
    dump <addr>          -- dump memory starting from an address or label 
    dump <addr> <addr>  -- dump a range of memory 
    dump more            -- continue previous dump (or press <Enter>) 
 
    Information command used to examine the contents of LC-3 memory. 
 
list [l]     
    list                -- list instructions around PC 
    list <addr>         -- list instructions starting from an address or label 
    list <addr> <addr>  -- list a range of instructions 
    list more           -- continue previous listing (or press <Enter>) 
 
    Information command used to examine memory and disassembled instructions from the 
stored bits. 
 
printregs [p]  
    Information command used to print out all register values.  
 
translate [t] 
    translate <addr> 
 





execute [e]     
execute <file name> 
 
Execute commands from a script file. 
 
file [f] 
    Load an LC-3 obj file into the LC-3 and set PC to its entry point (the first memory address 
in the object file).  
 
    The file command clears dynamic execution history used for the reverse execution. Thus, 
after a new file is loaded, reversing execution back through the load of the file (or any 
previous LC-3 instructions) is not possible.  
 
option [o] 
option <option> on|off    
 
Set system options for lc3sim.  Students are unlikely to need these options.  They are 
intended mostly to alter the behavior of the simulator when testing programs in bulk, as your 
instructors need to do. 
 
options include: 
    device  -- simulate random device (keyboard/display) timing 
    flush    -- flush console input each time LC-3 starts 
    keep     -- keep remaining input when the LC-3 stops 
    stdin    -- use stdin for LC-3 console input during script execution 
     
All options are ON by default. 
 
quit  
    Quit lc3sim. 
 
Note that all LC-3 states, both registers and memory, are lost when the simulator program 
terminates.  No information is restored when lc3sim restarts.  
 
reset 
    Reset the LC-3 to initial state. 
 





If the command is marked as {repeatable}, in lc3sim, after entering it once, all the 
consecutive repeat of that command could be done by simple pressing <enter>. 
 
break [b] 
    break clear <addr>|all     -- clear one or all breakpoints 
    break list                  -- list all breakpoints 
    break set <addr> [<skip>]  -- set a breakpoint with skipping number 
     
    Set a breakpoint at a certain address, with optional skip count.  
 
Reverse execution commands also decrement the skip count when passing a breakpoint. This 
behavior may cause undesired stops if a user repeatedly crosses a breakpoint in both 
directions. 
     
step [s] {repeatable} 




In the picture on the left, when the PC points to 
line 3, the step command instructs the LC-3 to 
execution one instruction (line 3) and stop at line 4.  
 
Similarly, when PC points to line 5, the step 
command instructs the LC-3 to execute one 
instruction and stop at line 9. 
     









next [n] {repeatable}       
Instruct the LC-3 to execute the instruction to which PC points. If the instruction is a 




In the picture on the right, when the PC points 
to line 10, the next command instructs the LC-3 
to execute until line 11 (the red arrow), while 
the step command instructs lc3sim to execute 
one instruction, stepping into the subroutine, 










Note that breakpoints also stop the execution for 
next. In the picture on the left, when the PC 
points to line 10, the next command normally 
instructs the LC-3 to executes until line 11, but 
the LC-3 instead stops at the breakpoint at line 
18 (the orange arrow). 
 
 
    See also the reverse-next command. 
 
finish [fin] {repeatable}  





    In the picture on the left, if the PC points to line 
18, the step and next commands instruct the LC-3 to 
execute until line 19 (the orange arrow), while the 
finish command instructs the LC-3 to finish 
executing the current subroutine and stop after 
returning, which is at line 11 in the picture (indicated 
by the green arrow). 
 
Calls to other subroutines in the current subroutine, 
such as the call to OTHER_SUBROUTINE at 
line 19, do not affect the behavior of finish, as lc3sim 
tracks the number of JSR(R) and RET instructions 





See also the reverse-finish command. 
 
continue [c] {repeatable} 





In the picture on the right, when PC points 
to line 3, the continue command instructs the 
LC-3 to execute until it is stopped by the 
HALT trap. (The LC-3 actually stops inside 
the HALT trap subroutine in the LC-3 
operating system.) 
 
In the picture on the left, a breakpoint is 
set at line 9 (see the break command). After 
the breakpoint is set, when the PC points to 
line 3, the continue command instructs the 
LC-3 to execute until it reaches line 9 (the 
green arrow) and stops with a message 
informing the user that a breakpoint is hit.   
 
 












    register <reg> <value> 
 
    Set the value of certain register.  
 
    The register command is treated as a "virtual instruction" for the purpose of the LC-3’s 
dynamic execution history. If execution is reversed through this virtual instruction, the 
change to register is undone. With lc3sim or lc3webtool, an explicit notice is printed in such 
cases; in lc3sim-tk, the displayed register value is updated directly. Once a register command 
has been undone, it must be issued again by the user (if desired) before moving forward in 
execution. 
 
memory [m]     
    memory <addr> <value> 
 
    Set the value stored at certain address.  
 
    The memory command is treated as a "virtual instruction" for the purpose of the LC-3’s 
dynamic execution history.  If execution is reversed through this virtual instruction, the 
change to memory is undone. With lc3sim or lc3webtool, an explicit notice is printed in such 
cases; in lc3sim-tk, the displayed memory state is updated directly. Once a memory command 




Reverse Execution Commands 
 
In all examples provided below, suppose the program executes normally from the beginning 
so that all the dynamic execution histories are valid. 
 
rstep [rs] {repeatable} 




In the picture on the left, when the PC points to line 
4, the rstep command instructs the LC-3 to reverse 
to line 3 (the orange arrow), which is the previous 
step of execution.  
 
Similarly, when the PC points to line 9, the rstep 
command instructs the LC-3 to reverse to line 5 (the 
green arrow). 
 
Note that the rstep command can also undo a 
memory or register command, if current step is a 







rnext [rn] {repeatable} 
    Instructs the LC-3 to undo the execution of the last instruction. If the last instruction was a 
RET, the LC-3 undoes all execution back to the JSR(R) that called the subroutine. This 




For example, imagine that the LC-3 has just finished 
executing the subroutine call at line 10 in the picture 
on the left, so the PC points to line 11. In this case, 
the rstep command instructs the LC-3 to undo 
execution of the RET instruction and return the PC to 
line 20 (the green arrow), while the rnext command 
instructs the LC-3 to undo execution back to line 10 









rfinish [rf] {repeatable} 





In the picture on the left, when the PC points to 
line 18, the rfinish command instructs the LC-3 to 
reverse to line 10 (orange arrow), which is entry 
point of the subroutine FUNC that line 18 is in.  











rcontinue [rc] {repeatable} 
Instructs the LC-3 to undo all execution until stopped by a stopping condition (breakpoints, 




In the picture on the left, when the PC points to line 
11, the rcontinue command instructs the LC-3 to 
reverse to line 3 (the orange arrow), the very 













In the picture on the right, when the PC points 
to line 11 and a breakpoint is set at line 9, the 
rcontinue instructs the LC-3 reverse to line 9 
(the orange arrow). 








There are two graphical interfaces for the LC-3 simulator, lc3sim-tk and lc3webtool. Issuing 
LC-3 commands in graphic interfaces is achieved by either pressing buttons or entering the 
desired values.  
 




Most information commands cannot be issued and are not needed in lc3sim-tk, since user can 
get information from the interface directly, as shown in the picture above. The printregs 
command is an exception and can be issued by the Update Registers button at the top-right of 
the LC-3 simulator interface window. 
 
The management commands can be issued by pressing the buttons at the bottom of the LC-3 
simulator interface window.  
 
Most execution and reverse execution commands can be issued by the buttons at the top of 
the LC-3 simulator interface window, as shown by the names of the buttons. The register 
command can be issued by entering the desired value into the box correspond to the target 
register and pressing <enter> on keyboard. The memory command can be issued by entering 
the desired address and value at the box indicated by Memory Address and Value and then 
pressing <enter> on keyboard. By double clicking on a line of displayed memory content, a 
breakpoint can be set at that line. 
 
The Stop button is used to interrupt the LC-3 execution.  
 
In lc3sim-tk, if a register, memory, or printregs command is issued while the LC-3 is 
executing, the LC-3 pauses, changes the register/memory value or updates registers according 
to the command, and then continues the execution. For register and memory command, this 
may cause undesired behaviors, as the specific point at which the command is issued is 
hardly known the user. For printregs command, this may give some information about where 
the LC-3 is executing in the program.  
 
 
The lc3webtool User Interface 
 
The lc3webtool integrate both the LC-3 assembler and the simulator. Until the LC-3 code has 
been successfully assembled, only one button appears for assembling the code, and is marked 




After a program has been successfully assembled, the buttons for other LC-3 commands 




The terminate button on the top-left of the window terminates the LC-3. 
 
Similar to lc3sim-tk, most information commands are not needed in lc3webtool, since 
information is already visible directly in the interface. To see the memory contents, a user can 




Management commands are not available in lc3webtool.  
 
Similar to lc3sim-tk, most execution and reverse execution commands can be issued by the 
buttons at the top of the LC-3 simulator interface window, as shown by the names of the 
buttons. The register command can be issued by entering the desired value into the box 
corresponding to the target register and pressing <enter> on keyboard. The memory 
command is not available in lc3webtool. By clicking on the line number of the displayed 




Remarks on Reverse Execution 
 
Debugging is never easy. For 
decades, software developers had to 
rely on “cyclic debugging” [5], 
relaunching a whole program to 
reproduce a single bug. In many real 
cases, relaunching the program fails to 
produce the same bug at the same 
place, as shown in the picture. On the 
other hand, identifying a bug often 
requires executing through the buggy 
code until a symptom of the error 
appears in the state of the program.  In 
other words, we often need to execute past the “reason” for the bug and see the outcome of 
the bug in order to recognize the bug’s occurrence.  Reversing the execution back to the 
cause of the bug thus becomes attractive, but saved execution state is needed to make sure an 
 
The problem of cyclic debugging. [1] 
 
operation possible.  In order to address this problem, reverse execution became an interesting 
topic in industry [5]. To help students gain some experience with this technique, and to make 
debugging easier for them, Tingkai Liu integrated support for reverse execution into the LC-3 
tools.  
 
The LC-3 simulator uses a reconstruction approach to support reverse-execution, in 
which a cache stores the register and memory changes generated by each simulated 
instruction. Specifically, when an instruction is executed, in addition to updating the 
corresponding destination register or memory location, the simulator stores the previous 
values (those overwritten by the instruction) in a cache.  The cache then has sufficient 
information to enable the simulator to undo that instruction, in other words, to reverse its 
execution. The cache is large and is implemented as a cyclic array to enable reverse 
execution for even fairly long-running LC-3. Since lc3sim is a simulator, one can interpret 
this ability as support for backtracking at the ISA level.  
 
To maintain the consistency in meaning of other lc3sim commands, additional design 
is added in the reverse execution. Both memory and register commands, for example, are 
treated as virtual instructions, and the overwritten values are cached in the same manner as 
for normal instructions. Changes made with either command can thus be reverted using 
reverse execution. However, since they are not real instructions in the code, the commands 
are not implicitly re-executed if the simulator then performs normal execution (forward in 
time.   For breakpoints, reverse execution operates in the same manner as forward execution, 
decrementing any skip count set for a breakpoint.  This interpretation allows users to use 
breakpoints in reverse just as they would use them in forward execution, but may be 
confusing if a user switches repeatedly between forward and reverse execution. 
 
Detailed explanations of all commands’ behavior are available in the lc3sim 
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